Welcome to M&T BizPay, our new ACH and wire transfer tool that provides you with the resources needed to keep your business running smoothly and efficiently.

We know you wanna spend less time banking so you can focus on other important aspects of your business.

M&T Biz Pay provides ACH credit originations and domestic wires, giving you a simple and intuitive way to pay vendors, suppliers and employees.

The days of cutting checks and reconciling payments are behind you. By opting into dual approval for payments, you'll have improved security to help mitigate fraud. Running behind on processing payroll this week? M&T BizPay allows you to process your payroll same day if needed.

And with built in alert and reporting capabilities, you can more easily manage and streamline many of your day to day workflows. As you can see, M&T BizPay is a simple and intuitive tool for your ACH and wire needs.

If you're already an online banking for business customer, Sign up for M&T BizPay today by calling the commercial service team or talking to the relationship manager at your local branch.